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Haukeland 
Paediatric 
HosPital   

Bergen
A new hospitAl 
complex with 
ARDesiA slAbs 
to enhAnce the 
suRRounDings
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the haukeland university hospital in bergen, norway, has 
been extended thanks to the construction of a new depart-
ment dedicated entirely to paediatric care. construction of the 
new building started in 2011 and was completed in 2017 and 
over the next few years the hospital management is also think-
ing about adding more wings to the structure.
the client asked the designers to combine all the babies and 
children’s wards in a single unit so that all the patients and treat-
ment areas could be managed more easily. one part of a new 
building will be reserved for the maternity ward at a later stage.
the client also specified that only safe, eco-friendly products 
should be used: in fact, the building has been awarded breeam 
certification (building Research establishment environmental 
Assessment method), a european reference protocol for the 
design, construction and management of sustainable build-
ings.
mapei supplied products to build part of the new building, par-
ticularly the large reception area where patients are welcomed 
to the hospital, the changing rooms, the bathrooms and the 
three new swimming pools.
the external façades, the inside of the swimming pools and 
the floors and walls in the reception area, changing rooms 
and bathrooms were all dressed with Alta slate, a special clay-
based porcelain tile which can be found in some specific zones 
of norway. this type of stone requires the use of specific, du-
rable adhesives and grouts. 
the products chosen for this particular work were conplAn 

ON THE FACING PAGE. the corridor of the hall was dressed with Alta 
slate, a local type of porcelain tile, which was installed using ultRAlite s1 
(above). the entrance of the paediatric hospital (below).
ON THIs PAGE, ABOVE. the bathrooms and showers were waterproofed 
with mApelAstic and ardesia slate was installed with ultRAlite s1 and 
ultRAlite s2.
BELOW. the area where the swimming pool and baths are
located was waterproofed with mApelAstic and dressed with Alta slate.
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eco R rapid self-levelling mortar to form substrates from 3 to 
20 mm thick, conFix spray-applied mortar to repair the con-
crete and mApepoxY l epoxy adhesive to repair the cracks. 
these products are all made and sold in norway by mapei As.
the concrete surfaces were restored with mApegRout t40 
thixotropic mortar. where required, surfaces were water-
proofed with mApelAstic two-component cementitious mor-
tar, which is particularly suitable for creating highly flexible, pro-
tective waterproof coatings on structures subject to cracking.
to install the slabs of ardesia, mapei technical services recom-
mended ultRAlite s1 one-component, high performance 
adhesive, while ultRAlite s2 lightweight cementitious adhe-
sive was the preferred choice for the large format slabs.
the product chosen to fill the grout lines was KeRAcoloR 
gg high-performance, polymer-modified cementitious mortar 
for grout lines from 4 to 15 mm wide. the expansion joints 
were sealed with mApesil lm and mApesil Ac.

IN THE SPOTLIGHT
ULTRALITE S1
One-component, high-
performance, flexible, 
lightweight, cementitious 
adhesive of C2TE S1 class, with 
no vertical slip and long open 
time, Low Dust technology and 
extremely high yield. Easy to 
apply by trowel with excellent 
wetting properties, with very 
low VOCs. It may be used to 
bond all types and sizes of 
ceramic tiles on uneven internal 
and external substrates, without 
having to even out the surface 

before fixing. Also suitable for 
all types of mosaic on internal 
and external surfaces even in 
swimming-pools and for natural 
stone on internal and external 
surfaces (for stone which is 
stable and not sensitive to 
humidity) and for thin porcelain 
tiles on floors and walls, 
including external façades. 

TECHNICAL DATA
Haukeland Paediatric Hospital, 
bergen (norway) 
Period of Construction: 2011-2017
Period of Mapei Intervention: 2016-
2017
Intervention by Mapei: supplying 
products for carrying out and 
waterproofing substrates and for installing 
and grouting slate slabs
Project: KhR arkitekter, studio 4 
arkitekter

Client: helse bergen 
Works Direction: lars petter smidt
Contractor: helse-bergen
Installer Company: Veidekke/smistad 
mur og flis as
Mapei Distributor: norfloor bergen
Mapei Coordinator: Viggo breitve & 
Kenneth nilsen (mapei As)

MAPEI PRODUCTS 
carrying out substrates and reparing 
concrete: conplan eco R*, confix*, 

mapegrout t40, mapepoxy l*
waterproofing surfaces: mapelastic
installing ardesia: mapesil Ac, mapesil lm, 
Keracolor gg, ultralite s1, ultralite s2

* these products are manufactured and 
marketed on the norwegian market by 
mapei As

For further information on products 
see the websites www.mapei.no and 
www.mapei.com
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ABOVE. the grout lines were filled with KeRAcoloR gg and the joints were sealed with mApesil lm and mApesil Ac.


